In some situations where active noise control could be used, the well-known multichannel version of the ltered{X LMS adaptive lter is too computationallycomplex to implement. In this paper, we develop a fast, exact implementation of this adaptive lter for which the system's complexity scales according to the number of lter coe cients within the system. In addition, we extend computationally-e cient methods for e ectively removing the delays of the secondary paths within the coecient updates to the multichannel case, thus yielding fast implementations of the LMS adaptive algorithm for multichannel active noise control. Examples illustrate both the equivalence of the algorithms to their original counterparts and the computational gains provided by the new algorithms.
Introduction
Interest in active methods for the suppression of noise and vibration has grown recently, as evidenced by the numerous review articles and books that have appeared on the subject 1]{ 9]. Although the potential for active noise and vibration control has long been recognized 10], successful implementations of these techniques have begun to appear only recently. Such success can be attributed to the rapid maturation of technology in three areas: (i) novel electroacoustic transducers, (ii) advanced adaptive control algorithms, and (iii) inexpensive and reliable digital signal processing (DSP) hardware. As advances in these areas are developed, active suppression of noise and vibration can be expected to nd wider use in a number of commercial, industrial, and military applications. In this paper, we focus on the algorithms used in multichannel active noise and vibration control systems as implemented in DSP hardware.
Perhaps the most popular adaptive control algorithm used in DSP implementations of active noise and vibration control systems is the ltered{X least-mean-square (LMS) algorithm 11]. There are several reasons for this algorithm's popularity. Firstly, it is well-suited to both broadband and narrowband control tasks, with a structure that can be adjusted according to the problem at hand. Secondly, it is easily described and understood, especially given the vast background literature on adaptive lters upon which the algorithm is based 12, 13] . Thirdly, its structure and operation are ideally suited to the architectures of standard DSP chips, due to the algorithm's extensive use of the multiply/accumulate (MAC) operation. Fourthly, it behaves robustly in the presence of physical modelling errors and numerical e ects caused by nite-precision calculations. Finally, it is relatively simple to set up and tune in a real-world environment.
Despite its popularity, the standard ltered{X LMS algorithm su ers from one drawback that makes it di cult to implement when a multichannel controller is desired: the complexity of the coe cient updates for the nite-impulse-response (FIR) lters within the controller in these situations is much greater than the complexity of the input-output calculations. It is not unusual for the coe cient updates of the standard implementation to require more than ten times the number of MACs needed to compute the outputs of the controller for xed coe cient values, and the situation worsens as the number of error sensors is increased. For this reason, recent e orts have focused on ways to reduce the complexity of the ltered{X LMS algorithm in a multichannel context. Suggested changes include: (i) block processing of the coe cient updates using fast convolution techniques 14], (ii) partial updating of the controller coe cients 15], and (iii) ltered-error methods 16]{ 18]. While useful, these methods often reduce the overall convergence performance of the controller, either because they introduce additional delays into the coe cient update loop or because they throw away useful information about the state of the control system. Such a performance loss may not be tolerable in some applications.
In addition to these computational di culties, the multichannel ltered{X LMS algorithm also su ers from excessive data storage requirements. This algorithm employs ltered input signal values that are created by ltering every input signal by every output-actuator-to-error-sensor channel of the acoustic plant. The number of these terms can be an order-of-magnitude greater than the number of controller coe cients and input signal values used in the input-output calculations. As typical DSP chips have limited on-chip memory, system designers may be forced to use costly ochip memory within their controller architectures that can further slow the operation of the system due to limits in input/output data throughput. While some of the aforementioned techniques for complexity reduction also have reduced memory requirements, the performance of the overall system is e ectively limited by these methods.
A third limitation of the multichannel ltered{X LMS adaptive controller is due to the propagation delays caused by the physical distances between the output actuators and the error sensors. Because of these delays, the error signals contain delayed versions of the controller coe cients, and these delays lead to a reduced stability range for the step size parameter and slower convergence speeds 19] . If the impulse responses of the secondary paths between the output actuators and the error sensors can be accurately estimated, then it is possible to approximately calculate the true LMS adaptive updates for the controller lters, as described in 20, 21] in the single-channel case. However, a straightforward extension of this idea to the multichannel case yields an algorithm with approximately twice the complexity of the original ltered{X LMS controller. More recently, techniques for e ciently calculating the LMS adaptive updates for a single-channel controller have been provided in 22, 23, 24] . These techniques have not been extended to the multichannel case, however, and any additional simpli cations resulting from such an extension have not been explored.
In this paper, we present novel methods for reducing the computational and memory requirements of the multichannel ltered{X LMS and multichannel LMS adaptive controllers. Our solutions are alternative implementations of these systems that are mathematically-equivalent to the original implementations, and thus they preserve the characteristic robust and accurate behaviors of the algorithms. However, the complexity and memory requirements of the new implementations are signi cantly reduced over those of the original implementations, especially for controllers with a large number of channels. Moreover, since the ltered-input signals are not needed in our implementations, the excessive memory requirements of the original implementations are avoided. This paper is organized as follows. 2 Single-Channel Filtered-X LMS Algorithms
Standard Implementation
To simplify our discussion, we initially present the single-channel ltered{X LMS adaptive feedforward controller; the multichannel ltered{X LMS algorithm is described in Section 3. Figure 1 shows a block diagram of this system, in which a sensor placed near a sound source collects samples of the input signal x(n) for processing by the system. This system computes an actuator output signal y(n) using a time-varying FIR lter of the form
where w l (n), 0 l L ? 1 are the controller coe cients at time n and L is the controller lter length. The acoustic output signal produced by the controller combines with the sound as it propagates to the quiet region, where an error sensor collects the combined signal. We model this error as
where d(n) is the undesired sound as measured at the error sensor and h m , ?1 < m < 1 is the plant impulse response. Note that (2) is never computed as (n) is a measurement of a physical quantity. In addition, (2) assumes that the secondary propagation path is linear and time-invariant. Although changes in room acoustics can occur over time and loudspeakers often have nonlinear transfer characteristics at low frequencies and high driving levels, we assume for simplicity throughout this paper that (2) is an accurate model for the error sensor signal. The ltered{X LMS coe cient updates are given by w l (n + 1) = w l (n) ? (n) (n)f(n ? l); (3) where (n) is the algorithm step size at time n, the ltered input sequence f(n) is computed as
h m x(n ? m); (4) and M is the FIR lter length of an appropriate estimate of the plant impulse response. In practice, the values of h m used in (4) are estimates of the actual h m in (2) and are usually obtained in a separate estimation procedure that is performed prior to the application of control. For notational simplicity, we will not distinguish the di erences in these two parameter sets in what follows. A discussion of the performance e ects caused by errors in the estimates of h m can be found in 25] . A study of (1), (3), and (4) shows that the ltered{X LMS algorithm requires 2L + M + 1 multiply/accumulate (MAC) operations and 2L + maxfL; M + 1g + 1 memory locations to store the necessary w l (n), h m , x(n?l), and f(n?l) for the algorithm at each step. For typical choices of the controller and plant lter lengths, the complexity and memory requirements of this algorithm are reasonable. As will be shown, however, such is not the case for the natural extension of this algorithm to the multichannel control task.
New Implementation
We now describe a new implementation of the single-channel ltered{X LMS algorithm 26]{ 28]. This method combines the adjoint LMS/corrected phase ltered error (CPFE) algorithm 17, 18] with a method for delay compensation used in fast projection adaptive lters 29, 30] . To derive the implementation, we write the coe cient updates of the original algorithm in the form
h m x(n ? l ? m): " m (n)x(n ? l ? m): (7) We can represent the relation in (7) for M successive time steps as w l (n + 1) = w l (n ? M + 1) ?
" m (n ? p)x(n ? l ? m ? p): (8) We can expand the summation on the right-hand-side of (8) in a particularly useful way as
; (9) where we de ne the lth auxiliary coe cient b w l (n) as
The expression in (9) indicates an important fact about the structure of the ltered{X LMS updates: the same input sample x(n ? l ? m) is used in successive time instants to update the same coe cient w l (n). We can exploit this structure to develop a set of coe cient updates that are grouped according to the individual x(n ? l ? m) values appearing on the right-hand-side of (9) . Such a scheme updates the lth auxiliary coe cient b w l (n) rather than the actual controller coe cient w l (n). De ne e m (n) as e m (n) = m X p=1 " p (n ? m + p): (11) Then, it is straightforward to show that b w l (n) can be updated as
Thus, b w l (n + 1) is obtained by subtracting from b w l (n) the last column of terms on the RHS of (9). Since e M (n) is obtained by ltering (n) (n) by the time-reversed plant impulse response fh M ; h M?1 ; : : :; h 1 g, (12) is the single-channel version of the adjoint LMS/CPFE algorithm 17, 18] . What is novel is the relationship in (9) that provides the link between b w l (n) and w l (n), or, equivalently, the link between the adjoint LMS/CPFE and ltered{X LMS algorithms. We can use (9) to compute y(n) for the ltered{X LMS algorithm using b w l (n) as calculated by (12) . To proceed, we substitute the expression for w l (n + 1) in (7) 
Substituting the expression for w l (n) in (13) into (1), we produce the equivalent expression
e m (n ? 1)x(n ? l ? m ? 1)x(n ? l): (14) De ne the correlation term r m (n) as
Then, (14) becomes
Such a calculation is of reasonable complexity because r m (n) can be recursively updated as
Moreover, e m (n) has a simple order-recursive update of the form e m (n) = ( h 1 (n) if m = 1 e m?1 (n ? 1) + h m (n) if 2 m M ; (18) where
Collecting (12), (16) , (17), (18) , and (19), we obtain a set of equations that exactly computes the output signal of the ltered{X LMS adaptive controller. This algorithm requires 2L + 4M ? 1
MACs to implement at each iteration. Thus, this version is more computationally-complex than the original implementation of the ltered{X LMS algorithm, which only requires 2L + M + 1
MACs per iteration. In the multichannel case, however, the alternative implementation can save operations and memory storage, as we now show.
A careful study of the ltered{X LMS algorithm described by (20) , (22), (23) , and (24) reveals the fact that this implementation requires IJK(L + M) + K MACs to compute the coecient updates, even though computing the controller outputs only requires IJL MACs. Thus, the complexity of the update calculations is more than K times the complexity of the input-output calculations. For systems with a large number of error sensors, the computational burden of the coe cient updates can overwhelm the capabilities of the processor chosen for the control task. The standard implementation of the ltered{X LMS algorithm also has memory requirements that can exceed the capabilities of a chosen processor. The total storage needed is IJ(K + 1)L + JKM +Imax(L; M +1)+K, and for long controller lter lengths, the bulk of this storage is for the IJKL ltered input signals f (i;j;k) (n?l). Clearly, it is desirable to nd alternative implementations of the ltered{X LMS algorithm that have reduced computational and memory requirements. We now present an algorithm that is based on the method described in Section 2.
We consider the multichannel extension of the new version of the ltered{X LMS algorithm in Section 2.2. To determine the appropriate grouping of terms for the updates, we substitute the expression for f (i;j;k) (n ? l) in (22) into the update in (23) to get (30) where r m (n) in this case is de ned as
(n ? l ? m): (31) In analogy with (17) , r m (n) can be recursively computed as r m (n) = r m (n ? 1)
Similarly, e (j) m (n) has an update similar to that in (18) , as given by
Collecting (24), (29), (30), (32) , and (33), we obtain an alternative, equivalent implementation of the multichannel ltered{X LMS algorithm. Table 1 Remark: This implementation of the multichannel ltered{X LMS adaptive controller modi es the adjoint LMS/CPFE adaptive controller by including the second summation on the RHS of (30) and the supporting updates for e (j) m (n) and r m (n), respectively. Since e (j) m (n) is of O( (n)), the performance di erence between the multichannel ltered{X and adjoint LMS/CPFE algorithms can only be expected to be signi cant for large step sizes, a fact that has been pointed out in 17, 18] . Because the adjoint LMS/CPFE algorithm is a ltered-error technique with an approximate group delay of M samples in the update rule, however, its performance is often worse than that of the ltered{X LMS algorithm. Moreover, the complexity di erence between the two algorithms is relatively insigni cant for systems with a large number of channels, as will now be shown.
Complexity Comparisons
We now compare the computational and memory requirements of the original and fast implementations of the multichannel ltered{X LMS algorithm. In this comparison, we consider three di erent problem scenarios. Each scenario is de ned by speci c choices of the controller lter length L and plant model lter length M that might be appropriate for a particular type of noise or vibration control task. In each case, we present the quantities R balance between the performance and the robustness of the controller for xed hardware resources in many applications. Table 2 shows the complexity and memory ratios for the di erent cases considered. As can be seen for all of the cases considered, the number of multiplies required for the new implementation of the multichannel ltered{X LMS algorithm is less than that of the original algorithm, and this di erence is signi cant for systems with a large number of channels. In fact, for an N-input, N-output, N-error system, the complexity of the new implementation is approximately 80% of the original implementation when N = 2, 40% of the original when N = 4, 20% of the original when N = 8, and 10% of the original when N = 16. In addition, the number of memory locations required by the new implementation is also reduced and is less than 10% of the original algorithm's memory requirements for I = J = K = N = 16. These savings are signi cant, as they allow a multichannel control system to be implemented on a much-simpler hardware platform.
We now consider tasks in which L = 2 and M = 10. Such a situation is typical of narrowband noise control problems in which each input signal is a single sinusoid of a di erent frequency; thus, each channel of the controller is dedicated to one tonal component of the unwanted acoustic eld. Table 3 lists the ratio of MACs and memory locations for the two algorithms with respect to the original ltered{X LMS algorithm in this situation. As can be seen, except for systems with a small number of channels, the new implementation requires only a fraction of the MACs and memory locations used by the original implementation. Thus, the new implementation reduces the controller's hardware complexity in narrowband control situations as well.
The third problem scenario considered is a task in which L = 10 and M = 20. These choices are typical for noise and vibration control tasks in which the input signals are measured by physical sensors, but the primary goal of the controller is to attenuate a relatively few number of tonal components. Table 4 lists the respective complexity and memory usage ratios for di erent cases. As in the previous cases, we nd that the new implementation of the ltered{X LMS algorithm save computations and memory locations for systems with a large number of channels.
LMS Algorithms for Active Noise Control

Standard Implementation
In this section, we review the standard method for reducing the e ects of the plant delay on the ltered{X LMS algorithm's operation and the resulting LMS algorithm for active noise control 20, 21] . Considering the single-channel ltered{X LMS adaptive controller, it is seen from (2) that the error signal (n) depends on the outputs y(n ? m) of the controller at di erent time instants, which in turn depend on the controller coe cients w l (n?m) at di erent time instants. Because the plant is typically causal, past coe cients are employed within the gradient-based updates, causing a decrease in the performance of the system not unlike that observed for the delayed LMS algorithm 31]. It is possible to largely mitigate the e ects of this delay by computing a delay-compensated error signal that depends on the most-recent coe cients w l (n). Figure 2 shows the block diagram of this system, in which (k) is the delay-compensated error signal given by
w l (n)f(n ? l); (34) where the term within brackets on the RHS of (34) is nearly the same as the unattenuated noise signal d(n) if the estimated impulse response h m accurately models the unknown plant's impulse response. The LMS algorithm for active noise control uses (k) to update the coe cients as 20, 21] w l (n + 1) = w l (n) ? (k) (k)f(n ? l): (35) This algorithm requires a total of 3L + 2M + 1 MACs per iteration to implement, and it uses 2L + M + maxfL; M + 1g + 1 memory locations. Note that this algorithm's performance depends on how well the estimated plant impulse response models the physical response of the plant. As our focus is on implementation and not performance issues, a performance analysis of the multichannel LMS algorithm for active noise control is beyond the scope of this paper. We can easily extend the above algorithm to the multichannel case. In this situation, we compute the K delay-compensated error signals
at which point (n) (k) (n) is used in place of (n) must be computed. In addition, the storage requirements for the overall system are signi cantly increased if the modi cation is applied to the fast multichannel ltered{X LMS algorithm in Table 1 .
New Implementations 4.2.1 A Multichannel Extension of an Existing Algorithm
In 23], a method is presented for reducing the complexity of the single-channel LMS algorithm for active noise control when the secondary path length M is less than a third of the controller lter length L. We now extend this algorithm to the multichannel case. De ne (n) (n) = (n) (k) (n) = (n) 
then this new technique is more computationally e cient. The new technique also has low memory requirements and thus is an ideal match to the fast algorithm in Table 1. where r m (n) is as de ned in (32) . 
then this implementation is more computationally-e cient than the standard implementation in (36). Considering the system con gurations listed in Tables 2, 3 , and 4, we nd that the algorithm in Table 5 is the most-computationally-e cient method out of the three delay-compensation techniques considered when IK 7, IK 5, and IK 8, respectively. For the remaining con gurations, the standard delay-compensation implementation combined with the new ltered{X LMS update method in Table 2 is the most e cient, although the method in (37), (39), and (41) is the most e cient for the con gurations in Table 2 if the controller lter length is increased to L = 75.
Remark: These implementations of the multichannel LMS adaptive controller modify the ltered{X LMS adaptive controller by including the summation within brackets on the RHS of (37) and the supporting updates for u (j) m (n). Since u (j) m (n) is of O( (n)), the performance di erence between the two multichannel LMS algorithms and the ltered{X LMS algorithm can only be expected to be signi cant for large step sizes. Note that the ltered{X LMS algorithm is typically derived assuming \slow adaptation," so that the derivatives of the error signals with respect to the lter coe cients can be easily calculated 11]. Our multichannel LMS algorithms quantitatively de ne the di erence between the ltered{X LMS and LMS coe cient updates and provide an alternative justi cation for the former algorithm for situations in which the step size is small-valued.
Simulations and Numerical Issues
In this section, we consider the e ects that numerical errors due to nite precision calculations have on the performances of the new implementations of the ltered{X LMS and LMS algorithms for active noise control. One important feature of the LMS algorithm in adaptive ltering is its robust behavior in the presence of various approximations and errors that are often introduced in a real-world implementation. Since the original implementation of the ltered{X LMS algorithm and the adjoint LMS/CPFE algorithm are variants of stochastic gradient methods 16], they share many of the robust convergence properties of the LMS algorithm. The new implementations of the ltered{X LMS and LMS algorithms apply one or more forms of delay compensation to the adjoint LMS/CPFE algorithm. As such, the numerical properties of the delay compensation techniques are of immediate interest, particularly as they a ect the long-term performances of the systems. While formal analyses of the numerical properties of the delay compensation techniques used in our implementations are beyond the scope of this paper, extensive simulations of the implementations have indicated that the robust numerical properties of the underlying stochastic gradient algorithms are not fundamentally altered in our new implementations. These behaviors are quite unlike those of fast RLS/Kalman techniques that exhibit an exponential instability unless careful measures are taken 32, 33] . The only possible source of numerical di culty is the method for calculating r m (n) in (32) , as this update is marginally-stable. Thus, numerical errors in r m (n) can grow linearly over time in a nite-precision environment, particularly in oating-point realizations in which relatively-few bits are allocated for the mantissas of the terms used to update each r m (n).
Fortunately, the growth in these errors can be easily prevented using several well-known procedures.
Perhaps the simplest procedure is to periodically recalculate r m (n) using its de nition in (31) , a procedure that requires extra additions and memory locations. Moreover, because each r m (n) has a nite memory by de nition, accumulating and copying its value to the appropriate memory location within the controller causes no performance penalty, unlike periodic restart methods in exponentially-windowed fast RLS/Kalman lters 32]. Another solution is to introduce a leakage factor into the calculation of r m (n). One particularly-useful method, described in more detail in as applied to air compressor data measured in an anechoic environment 35] . In this case, all calculations were performed in the MATLAB oating-point environment, and the approximate sampling rate of the data was 4kHz.
Step sizes for each algorithm were chosen to provide the fastest convergence on this data while yielding approximately the same steady-state error power due to limits in noise modelling error. Figure 3 shows the unattenuated air compressor noise signal, in which the bursty nature of the compressor noise is clearly evident, along with the average error power envelopes of the original ltered{X LMS and LMS algorithms applied to this data, in which the step sizes for each algorithm were chosen as = 0:1 and = 0:2, respectively. Shown for comparison in Figure 4 are the average error power envelopes of the adjoint LMS/CPFE algorithm, the fast ltered{X LMS algorithm in Table 1 , and the new multichannel LMS algorithm in Table 5 , in which the step sizes for each algorithm were chosen as = 0:05, = 0:1, and = 0:2, respectively. As can be seen, the fast multichannel ltered{X LMS algorithm outperforms the adjoint LMS/CPFE algorithm in its convergence rate, and the multichannel LMS algorithm performs the best of the three due to the lack of coe cient delay within the parameter updates. In addition, the di erences in the error signals between the original and fast algorithms in Figures 3  and 4 were found to be about ten times the order of the machine precision used in the simulation ( 10 ?16 ) after 60000 iterations. A linear growth of the numerical errors was apparent, however.
Shown in Figure 5 are the behaviors of the fast multichannel ltered{X LMS and fast multichannel LMS algorithms in which the leakage-based update for r m (n) in (49) is employed, where = 0:999. Comparing the average error powers with those of the corresponding algorithms in Figure 4 , no discernible di erences in performance can be seen. In fact, the actual di erences between the errors of the corresponding systems were less than 2 10 ?10 in magnitude in this example|a negligible di erence|and no growth in the numerical errors of r m (n) was observed.
Thus, the method in (49) can be used to stabilize the marginal instability of the sliding-window r m (n) updates without altering the observed performances of the proposed systems.
Conclusions
We have described new implementations of the multichannel ltered{X LMS and LMS algorithms for feedforward active noise and vibration control tasks. These implementations provide the same input-output behaviors of the original implementations while requiring only a fraction of the computational e ort and memory of the original implementations. Because of the pervasiveness of stochastic-gradient-based algorithms for active noise and vibration control systems, the new implementations are expected to have a signi cant impact on the practicality and cost of these schemes in real-world applications.
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